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Transgenic potato plants can be used to evaluate
stability of foreign genes: reversions and chimeras
in multiple copies of rolC harboring clones
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Summary &mdash; 35S-rolC and rbcS-rolC transgenic potato plants were used to evaluate the stability of the phenotypic
marker gene rolC during the life cycle of transgenic potato plants and in subsequent vegetative generations.
Transgenics carrying one or two copies of the gene revealed a high stability of the gene during growth and vegetative
propagation. Two 35S-rolC transgenic plants harboring four and five copies of the rolC gene showed a strong phenotypic rolC expression and were viable only when grown in vitro. Under these conditions, spontaneous reversions were
observed to a less expressed rolC phenotype. In Southern experiments, these transgenics still carried four and five
copies of the rolC gene, whereas the northern blot signals were comparable to those of transgenics carrying a lower
copy number of rolC. From the same two clones, chimeric shoots were observed during vegetative growth in a greenhouse that showed light and dark green normal sectors on the same leaf. The presence of four or five copies of rolC
was confirmed in the dark green normal sectors, although no signal was obtained in northern blots for this phenotypically normal tissue. The results are discussed with respect to possible gene inactivation.
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Résumé &mdash; Des plantes de pomme de terre transgéniques peuvent être utilisées pour évaluer la stabilité de
et chimères dans des clones hébergeant des copies multiples. Des plantes de
pomme de terre 35S-rolC et rbcS-rolC ont été utilisées pour évaluer la stabilité du gène marqueur phénotypique rolC
pendant le cycle de végétation de plantes de pomme de terre transgéniques et pendant les générations végétatives
subséquentes. Les transgéniques qui portent une ou deux copies du gène manifestent une stabilité élevée du gène
pendant leur croissance et leur propagation végétative. Deux plantes 35S-rolC hébergeant quatre et cinq copies du
gène rolC ont manifesté une forte expression phénotypique et étaient viables cultivées in vitro. Dans ces conditions,
des réversions spontanées vers un phénotype moins fortement exprimé ont été observées. Dans des Southern ces
transgéniques se sont avérées toujours porter quatre ou cinq copies du gène rolC, alors que leurs signaux en northern
étaient comparables à ceux de transgéniques portant un nombre inférieur de copies de rolC. À partir des mêmes deux
clones, des tiges chimériques ont été observées, pendant la croissance végétative en serre, présentant des secteurs
vert foncé et normaux, sur la même feuille. La présence de quatre ou cinq copies de rolC a été confirmée dans les secteurs vert foncé, bien qu’on n’obtienne pas de signal en northern pour ce tissu phénotypiquement normal. Les résultats
sont discutés dans la perspective d’une possible inactivation du gène.
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INTRODUCTION
The stable expression of foreign genes is an
essential requirement for the use of transgenic
plants in plant breeding. This includes gene stability in somatic tissues of the plant during the
life cycle, as well as in subsequent generations.
In addition, for the establishment of multiple
copy versions of foreign genes in transgenic
plants in order to enhance gene expression, it is
important to know whether spontaneous inactivation of some copies of the transferred genes
can take place during sexual or vegetative prop-

agation.
To evaluate these and related problems, a
screenable morphological marker has some
advantages compared to biochemical markers.
First, morphological markers can be detected
phenotypically during every stage of the life
cycle or at least at specific developmental
stages (eg, flower color) of the plant, whereas
marker genes such as npt-II or uidA only give
results at the time of evaluation and not between
determinations. Second, the gene product of the
marker gene should be cell-specific and not diffusable to adjacent cells and therefore
detectable at the cell level. Plants transgenic for
the rolC of Agrobacterium rhizogenes offer an
appropriate system combining both requirements mentioned. Tobacco and potato plants
transgenic for the rolC gene under the control of
the strong and constitutive 35S-promoter of the
cauliflower mosaic virus reveal remarkably modified leaf and flower size, leaf color and pollen
fertility, together with reduced apical dominance
(Fladung, 1990; Fladung and Ballvora, 1992;

Schmülling et al, 1988; Spena et al, 1987).
When transgenics were produced carrying the
rolC gene but under the control of the
light-inducible rbcS promoter (Fladung et al,

sarne

1993), transgenic potato plants

were

only slightly

reduced in size with no remarkable reduction in
apical dominance, but still with light green leaves
when compared to the darker green ones of control plants. All these morphological alterations
can be used as markers for gene expression,
somatic hybridization (Kaendler, 1993), sexual
inheritance ratios or transposon excision (Spena

et al, 1989).
When

foreign genes are newly introduced in
plants, changes in gene expression have been
reported. This has been ascribed to the mode of
transformation, regeneration and growth environment of transgenic plants (Meyer et al, 1992) or
to the number of T-DNA’s present in the plant

(Hobbs et al, 1990; Linn et al, 1990; Matzke et al,
1989). Gene inactivation has been mainly reported as due to methylation or genomic rearrangements (Hobbs et al, 1990; Matzke et al, 1989;
Visser et al, 1989; Wirtz et al, 1987), which would
result in an absence of the primary transcript due
to no, or poorly transcribed, methylated loci (Bird,
1992; Meyer et al, 1993; Neuhuber et al, 1994).
However, gene silencing is not always found at
the transcriptional level, but can also occur at a
post-transcriptional level (De Carvalho et al,
1992). In particular for co-suppression phenomena, the presence of a transcript has been shown
in nuclear run-on experiments indicating a posttranscriptional mechanism, because the transcript was synthezised in the nucleus, but did not
accumulate in the cytosol (van Blockland et al,
1994).
In this paper, data

are

summarized

concern-

phenotypically marked gene in experiments involving its stability during growth and
vegetative propagation of transgenic potato
plants. All transgenics used were primary transformants carrying one or more copies of the TDNA (Fladung and Ballvora, 1992; Fladung et al,
1993), and therefore were heterozygous for the
rolC gene.
ing

a

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant material, transformation of potato,
DNA and RNA analysis
The tetraploid potato clone Z2 was transformed with
the plasmid pPCV002-CaMVC (Spena et al, 1987),
which carries the rolC gene from Agrobacterium rhizogenes under the control of the cauliflower mosaic virus
35S RNA promoter and a selectable kanamycin resistance gene. This was the origin of the 35S-rolC transgenic clones (Fladung, 1990; Fladung and Ballvora,
1992). An analogous construct, in which the 35S promoter was replaced by the light-inducible promoter of
the small subunit of the ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase gene of potato (rbcS1, Fritz, 1988), was used
to transform the same potato clone Z2 to obtain independent rbcS-rolC transgenics (Fladung et al, 1993).
The binary vector pPVC002 (without the rolC gene;
Koncz and Schell, 1986) was employed for transformation, yielding the transformed control clone (TC). As
the untransformed control (UTC), regenerated Z2
plants derived from tissue culture were used. Copy
number and level of rolC expression were established
by Southern blot and northern blot experiments
respectively, as described elsewhere (Fladung and

Ballvora, 1992).

Plant cultivation and morphological
evaluations
Plants

propagated in vitro were transferred and grown
maturity in a standard S1 greenhouse or in a growth
chamber (BBC York International) under constant temperatures of 20 °C during the day and 16 °C during the
night, and 80% relative humidity.
For evaluation of phenotype the transformed
plantlets were compared to untransformed and transformed control plants grown simultaneously. Potato
plants transgenic for the 35S-rolC construct were
bushy with reduced apical dominance and shortened
internodes (Fladung, 1990), while rbcS-rolC transgenics were only slightly reduced in plant size (Fladung et
al, 1993). Another easily detectable trait was the lowered chlorophyll content in leaves of both 35S-rolC and
rbcS-rolC transgenic clones (Fladung, 1990; Fladung
and Gieffers, 1993; Fladung et al, 1993).
Phenotypically, this trait was visible as light green
leaves compared to the darker green ones of the conto

trols.

RESULTS

Vegetative propagation
After transformation and regeneration of transformed plantlets, in total more than 10 000
shoots were propagated in vitro and more than
800 were transferred to the greenhouse. All
transgenics carrying one or two copies of rolC
revealed their typical rolC specific traits in all
shoots produced during their life cycle. Out of
these, tubers of the first, second and third generations from various transformants of independent origin were planted and analyzed with
respect to the expression of rolC-related traits
during the years 1988 and 1992 (table I). In
every stage of vegetative propagation, no reversion to wildtype was observed. Furthermore,
among 15 000 plants of a clone harboring only

copy of the rolC gene grown from isolated
eye sections of tubers of the second generation,
in all plants a fully developed rolC phenotype
was recognized by visual inspection (Ballvora
and Fladung, unpublished). The same result
was observed after in vitro germination of in
total 877 tubers obtained by in vitro tuber induction.
one

Revertants and chimeras

Independent rolC transformants show different
expression of the traits induced by the

levels of

presence of the rolC gene. In extreme cases
potato plants showed a moss-like phenotype
(fig 1 A). These plants were viable only in vitro.
Determination of copy number was carried out
after digestion of genomic DNA with restriction
enzymes (either EcoRI or Hind III), which cut at
the restriction sites of the cassette in the vector
pPCV002 flanking the construction at the 5’ and
3’ ends respectively. Southern blot experiments
showed that they contained four and five copies
of the rolC gene integrated in the genome
(clones T344,I and T354,I respectively, in fig 2).
Double digest with EcoRI and HindIII revealed
the isolated insert of about 1.6 kb. During continuous in vitro culture of these clones, shoots
with a different expression of rolC-related traits
spontaneously appeared among the shoots of
the moss-like transgenics. For both T344,I and
T354,I, two phenotypically different types of
shoots were isolated and transferred to the
greenhouse (fig 1 B): types IIand III, phenotypically resembling rolC transgenic clones harboring only two copies or one copy, respectively, of
the rolC gene. Southern analysis still revealed
the presence of four or five copies of the rolC
gene in the genome of these revertants
(T344,III or T354,II in fig 2). T342 was the
kanamycin resistant control carrying the cas-

sette of the binary vector without the rolC gene.
When analyzed by northern experiments, the
strongest signal was obtained from the original
transformant (T344,1 in fig 2), identified as the
mRNA product of rolC (approximately 0.54 kb).
The revertants T344,II and T344,II revealed
bands which were of comparable intensity to
those of 35S-rolC transgenic clones carrying
one (T351) or two (T333) copies of the gene
construct (fig 3A). Again, T342 served as the
rolC negative control.

During the growth of revertants of type III of
both clones in the greenhouse, shoots were
observed showing chimeric leaves in these
plants. These shoots were cut and rooted suc-

cessfully. The chimeric composition was seen as
light green leaf tissue of transgenic origin and
dark green wildtype sectors in the same leaf (fig
1C, D). In Southern analysis, even the dark
green tissues revealed five copies of the rolC
gene in the genome (type T354,D in fig 2). The
same result was found for dark green sectors of
the T344 chimeric plant. In northern experiments,
a rolC transcript was detected in light green sectors of leaves only (T344H, T354H), which was of
similar size and abundance to that in a 35S-rolC
transgenic (T341) harboring one copy of the
gene. No transcript was found in the dark green
sectors (T344,D, T354,D) or in leaves of the control transformant T342 (fig 3B).

DISCUSSION

Stability of foreign genes in transgenic plants during vegetative growth and sexual propagation is
important when introducing transgenic plants in
plant breeding. Inheritance and expression of,
eg, kanamycin resistance were shown to be
Mendelian in a number of species like tobacco,
petunia and potato (Budar et al, 1986; De Block
al, 1984; Deroles and Gardner, 1988a,b;
Peerbolte et al, 1987). After visual inspection of
transgenic seedlings, a Mendelian inheritance
was also found in selfings or crosses of 35S-rolC
and rbcS-rolC transgenic tetraploid potato plants
with controls or other transgenic clones (data not
et

shown).
The advantage

of using phenotypically visible
marker genes is that genetic changes can be
easily followed visually at every, or at least one,
specific developmental stage during growth of
the plant. Therefore, rolC transgenic plants have
been chosen as an appropriate model to study
somatic stability of genes in growing tissues or
after vegetative reproduction. Another advantage
of rolC transgenic plants, besides the phenotypically visible consequence of transformation, is
that the expression of the rolC syndrome in transformants show a positive correlation to the
expression level of the rolC gene, which is based
on the number of copies involved (Fladung,

1990; Fladung and Ballvora, 1992). Furthermore,
possible position effects on the rate of expression
of the rolC gene are phenotypically detectable
(Fladung and Ballvora, 1992).
For the potato, studies of the presence and
vegetative transmission of introduced genes are
so far sparse. In tubers of vegetatively propagated potato clones, no variation in the expression
of the introduced genes was observed after various tuber propagations (Ottavani et al, 1990).
This finding was confirmed in 35S-rolC and rbcSrolC transgenic potato clones. Neither during in
vitro propagation of in total more than 10 000
shoots of clones harboring one or two copies of
rolC, nor during five years of cultivation in the
greenhouse, was any reversion to wildtype
observed in the first, second or third tuber generations. Additionally in our experiments, when the
transgenics were grown under varyious environments (Fladung and Ballvora, 1992) or treated
with various levels of different hormones or
growth retardants (morphaktins) in vitro as well
as in the greenhouse (Fladung, unpublished
results), no evidence for reversions was found.
However, no data are currently available as to
how these transgenics react when they are treated with high temperature, intense light or

drought.
An example that something can happen
regarding somatic stability of foreign genes in

transgenic plants is shown in both the potato
clones harboring four or five copies of 35S-rolC,
which gave high rolC expression resulting in a
strong rolC phenotype in transgenic clones.
These clones were only viable in vitro and were
therefore kept alive by subsequent subcultivations on agar plates. Sometimes, in these in vitro
grown clones, reversions were observed leading
to plants with a weaker phenotype due to lower
rolC expression. These plants could be isolated
and transferred to the greenhouse, and their rolC
copy number was shown to be the same as for
the in vitro plantlets. It is suggested that the four
or five copies of rolC within the genome interact
and lead to the inactivation of three or more
copies, or partial inactivation of some or all
copies. Possible reasons for inactivations at the
gene level are somatic instability caused by
insertion of movable genetic elements (Spena et
al, 1989) or deletion of the whole or parts of the
gene. However, this would be detectable on
Southern blots by a remarkable change of the
band sizes and there was no indication of this (fig
2). Mutations of the gene or unequal crossingover are further possible reasons for inactivation
of a gene, but it is very unlikely that one of these
mechanisms would affect more than one copy of
the transgene.

At the

first been

expression level, gene silencing has

in transgenic plants, where
of
the
transferred
DNA influenced
gene
another gene of an unlinked transferred DNA
(Matzke et al, 1989). The result was an inactivation of the original gene locus in some transformants. A negative influence of the gene copy
number on the expression of the transferred
gene was suggested at the transcriptional level
(Hobbs et al, 1990, 1993; Linn et al, 1990;
Matzke et al, 1989). This homology-dependent
gene trans-inactivation was assumed when multiple copies were closely linked as well as when
these were located on separate DNA molecules
(Matzke and Matzke, 1993; Matzke et al, 1994).
In many cases, the inactivation of transgenes is
associated with methylation of either promoter or
gene sequences, or both (Hobbs et al, 1990,
1993; Linn et al, 1990; Matzke et al, 1989; Meyer
et al, 1993; Vaucheret, 1993). Methylated loci are
not, or are poorly, transcribed (Bird, 1992; Meyer
et al, 1993; Neuhuber et al, 1994). However, the
level of trans-inactivation varies among and even
within transgenics. The reasons for this variability
and the sometimes low frequencies of gene inactivation are not understood so far. It seems likely
that the characteristics of the transformants

reported

one

themselves,

as

copy number,

integration sites,

level or structure of the integrated Tcould
be important features (De Lange et
DNA,

expression
al, 1995).

Gene inactivation was, however, found very
often to involve no modification of gene expression at the transcriptional level (Hart et al, 1992).
In nuclear run-on experiments, it was shown that
nascent RNA transcription is unaffected but no
transcript was present in the cytosol (Van
Blokland et al, 1994). Possible mechanisms (for
a review, see Flavell et al, 1995) involved in the
degradation of specific mRNAs are due to antisense RNA (Grierson et al, 1991; Mol et al,
1994), inhibition of RNA transport or RNA stability levels (De Carvalho Niebel et al, 1995). Posttranscriptional silencing has been shown in particular for co-suppression phenomena, where the
transgene and homologous host genes were
coordinately suppressed in plants (Napoli et al,

1990).
In this study, revertant sprouts of different
expression of the rolC syndrome spontaneously
appeared during in vitro culture of the potato
lines T344,I and T354,I harboring multiple copies
of 35S-rolC. This indicates an inactivation of one
or more copies of the rolC gene simultaneously.
Therefore, the ’inactivation-stimulus’ observed in
these multiple copies of 35S-rolC-harboring
clones acts spontaneously at the regeneration
level, and results in different revertants revealing
different rolC phenotypes. Tissue culture has
already been proposed to function as an environmental stimulus of transgene inactivation in a
multiple copy harboring petunia line due to hypermethylation (Renckens et al, 1992). The different
rolC phenotypes observed could be correlated
with rolC signal intensity observed in northern
blot experiments, indicating that the rolC genes
were transcribed at different levels. Differences in
signal intensity may be due to different epigenetic
states of some or all rolC copies (Meyer and
Heidmann, 1994). No signal indicated the complete inactivation of all copies of rolC (see D-sectors in fig 3B), and the strongest signal possibly
indicated the fully activated state (T344, in fig
3A). Intermediate signals may be due to complete inactivation of some copies of the transgene or to partial inactivation of some or all
copies. Therefore, it might be suggested that
either some active copies of the transgene can
occur simultaneously with inactivated ones, or
the state of partial inactivation of the copies
involved varies among reverted plants.
A similar explanation is not possible per se for
the chimeric plants described in this paper. In

plants, the chimeric status was obtained by
spontaneous chimerism of side shoots of rolC
plants (revertants of type III) grown in the greenhouse. This clearly rules out a tissue culture
effect causing inactivation of the rolC gene. The
rolC transcripts of the light green sectors of the
chimeric plants detected in northern experiments
(fig 3B) were of similar size and abundance to

these

that of a transgenic line harboring one copy of
rolC. This indicates that possibly inactivated
copies of rolC were already present in the
genome of these type III revertants. How far
these copies have influenced homologous active
copies of the transgene leading to the chimeric
state cannot be decided at this stage of experiments. The chimeras found in this study, which
were obtained by spontaneous chimerism of
side-shoots of non-chimeric revertant plants,
were possibly sectorial (Poethig, 1987). In such
chimeras the clonal progeny of a mutated cell
occupies all three layers (L1, L2, L3) of a sector
of the apical meristem (Poethig, 1987). These
plants differ clearly from the periclinal chimeras
found in 35S-rolC transgenic tobacco plants
(Schmülling and Schell, 1993), in which the layer
L2 was found to be wildtype and L3 rolC-positive,
and also from mericlinal chimeras (Rives, 1970).
The light green and dark green sectors detected
phenotypically, because all four or five copies of
rolC were inactivated, were therefore suggested
to be homogeneous within the leaves.
Instabilities of other genes with no phenotypic
consequences cannot be revealed by visual

analysis. Therefore, transgenic plants produced
so far could be sectorial genetic chimeras, which
could not be identified as such because of the
absence of a morphological selectable marker.
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